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ABSTRACT
In this article,the authorexamines fragmentsof the Athenian tribute quota
lists assigned to 421/0-415/4 B.C.,the period preceding the elimination of
tribute in ca. 413. The epigraphicaland historical argumentsemployedpreviously in the reconstructionof these lists areon the whole not cogent. Moreover,in some cases, epigraphicanomaliessuch as differencesin lettering and
the uncertaintyof joins may challenge the association of fragmentswithin
lists. It is suggested that many fragments could equallywell be dated to the
period followingthe increasedassessmentof425, a periodthat currentlyconstitutes the sole gap in the reconstructedtribute record.
The first decade of the Peloponnesian War (431-421 B.C.), the so-called
Archidamian War, took its toll on the Athenian treasury.' In the years
following the Peace of Nikias, concluded in winter 422/1, however, Athens evidently recovered its financial strength-so Thucydides has Nikias
claim in a speech before the assembly during a debate about the proposed
Sicilian expedition.2 Yet, by 413, the rosy picture had darkened. In or around
that year, increased expenditures and declining revenues drove the Athenians to dismantle their tributary system of obtaining imperial revenue, in
place for ca. 65 years, and to substitute in its stead a five-percent maritime
tax, an eikoste, in hopes of extracting more revenue from the arche (Thuc.
7.28.4). Whether this radical change came about swiftly or as a result of
some years of debate and planning cannot be known.3 The decision and
the fiscal environment that prompted it, however, immediately elevate the
importance of the preceding years in the larger history of tribute.
1. I am gratefulto Charalambos
Kritzas,Director of the Epigraphic
Museum (EM), Athens, for permission
to examinefragmentsof the quota lists
during2002-2003 and for his generous
assistance;to John Camp, Director of
the Agora Excavations,American
School of ClassicalStudies at Athens,
for permissionto examinethree

fragmentsfromtheAgora;andto Jan
JordanandCraigMauzyfortheir
assistance.
I alsothankJackKroll,
WilliamK.PritMatthaiou,
Angelos
chett,RonaldStroud,andStephen
Tracyforreadingdraftsof thispaper
atvariousstages,andKroll,Stephen
Lambert,Matthaiou,andTracyforexwithme in the EM.
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EVIDENCE FOR TRIBUTE ASSESSMENT AND
COLLECTION OTHER THAN QUOTA LISTS
Evidence for tribute assessment and collection during this period is both
literary and epigraphical.Among the literary sources, Andokides (3.8-9)
states that the Athenians collected over 1,200 talents of tribute annually
during the period of the Peace, a figure that Plutarch (Arist.24.3) increases
to 1,300 talents.4 [Andokides] (4.11) attributes to Alkibiades a twofold
increase in tribute in 418/7. Scholars have tended to be skeptical of claims
like these, given the exaggeration and blatant inaccuracythat color fourthcentury oratory-especially when orators enlist fifth-century Athenian
history for their rhetorical agenda-and given the problems that the late
source Plutarch poses for specific details of fifth-century history. In any
case, such sources,without a check, fail to bring us closer to understanding
why the Athenians would choose to abolish tribute in ca. 413; on the contrary,they make the decision more difficult to understand. These problems in general bring epigraphic evidence to center stage.
Besides the tribute quota lists, recordingthe dedication of 1/60th of the
tribute of the cities to Athena, the editors of ATL, Meritt, Wade-Gery,
and McGregor, placed great weight both on the assessment of tribute in
422/1 (IGI3 77)5and on inferencesdrawnfromthe termsof the Peaceof

Nikias as outlinedby Thucydides(see below) to test the validityof the
claims made by literary sources.According to the editors'historical reconstruction,6the assessmentof 422/1 reduced,"whereverfeasible,"the amounts
of tribute imposed on cities to their levels at the outset of the Delian League

with thoselevelsin the casesof citiesthathad
in 478/7 (or commensurate
not been original members of the League), the so-called tribute of Aristeides.7 In the years following the assessment of 422/1 the Athenians collected ca. 500 talents of tribute each year, until 414/3, when tribute was
abolished. By that year, presumably because of the modest intake combined with unusual expenditures, most notably on the Sicilian expedition,
the treasuryhad dropped to its 422 level. According to this reconstruction,
the quota lists and the assessment of 422/1 were mutually corroborating,
and both in turn provided a crucial correctiveto an inaccurateliterarytradition; the income from tribute never reached 1,200 or more talents during this period, and no increase in assessment occurred in 418/7.8
not matching assessments;that tribute
was being fully collectedbut that it was
regardedas insufficientfor what they
were doing or planned to do. Thucydides mentions the decision in the
context of the dual wars in which the
Athenians were involvedin 413,
namely,fighting in Sicily and Attica,
afterthe Spartansbuilt a fort in Dekeleia. He comments (7.28.4) that they
needed more money because"expenditureswere increasing,while revenues
were perishing."

4. Andokides also claims that the
Athenians deposited"7,000 talents of
coined money"into Athena'streasury,
though here he is not necessarily
thinking solely of tribute.The editors
ofATL (3, p. 350) reasonablyregard
Andokides'"over1,200 talents"as the
ultimate sourceof Plutarch'sfigure.
5. On their dating of this assessment, however,see below.
6. ATL 3, pp. 346-353.
7. ATL 3, p. 347.
8. The rejectionof the view of an

increasein the 418/7 assessment,advocatedby West (1925), depended on
placingin 422/1 fragmentsreflecting
tributelevels more in accordin some
cases with the 425 assessmentthan the
Aristeideanlevel to which the 422/1
assessmentwas thought to return.
These fragments,consideredbelow
under the year418/7, were moved back
and forth between 422/1 and 418/7
preciselybecausethey posed a problem
for the view of a moderateassessment
in 422/1.
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The view that the assessment of 422/1 represented a dramatic reduction consequently guided the editors ofATL in their assignment of fragments of quota lists to the years following 421. It is important, however,to
understand on what this view depends. It owes perhaps most to an inference drawn from Thucydides, who records as one stipulation of the Peace
of Nikias that six cities in the north that had revolted from Athens were to
be required to pay "the tribute of Aristeides" (5.18.5). Following West,
Meritt and his coeditors argued that, if cities disloyal to Athens were to
pay at this level, "loyal friends" could not have been expected to pay a
higher amount.9 Yet, in accordance with the strictures embodied in the
425 assessment, the Athenians would have completed the assessment the
previous summer.10Thus, a new stage was envisioned, in which the assessment, while "introduced"at its proper time, was then withheld until the
Peace so that it could take account of the new peacetime situation."1
The final buttress of their interpretation came from a section of the
assessment containing the Hellespontine district total. This figure is either fully or only partially preserved: on the line on which the total was
inscribed (col. IV.13), the stone breaks off at the beginning of the numerals. If what is preserved on the fragment is the complete figure, then the
total was some 96 talents. If, however, numerals originally preceded those
preserved, the total would have been 196 talents, if only one numeral was
missing, or 296 talents, if two were missing. The editors ofATL preferred
the lowest figure, on the grounds that it was more in keeping with the
"Aristeideancharacterof the assessment of 421."'12
This reconstructionof the historicalcontext may be appealing-among
other things it would make the Athenians appear benevolent, now that
Kleon was dead-but how secure is it?13The inference from the terms of
the Peace of Nikias pertaining to the six recalcitrantcities, namely,;that all
cities would have been extended the same generosity,would not be unreasonable if there were evidence that the Athenians saw it as in their interest
to be mild with respect to the allies' obligations. That the Athenians ever
9. West 1925. Even the editors of
ATL (3, p. 348), however,noted that
the treatmentof the six cities may have
been a concessionto Sparta,along with
the stipulationsof autonomyand independence.Nevertheless,they still treat
the Aristeideanlevel as the universal
standard.
10. The assessmentof 425 (IG 13 71)
prescribedthat futureassessments
should be held at the time of the Great
Panathenaia,and containedharshpenalties for those who failed to comply
(see esp. lines 26-33).
11. Aristophanes'Peace,producedat
the Dionysia of 422/1, has also carried
a great deal of weight (in American
scholarship)in supportof the assumption of a wholesalereductionin tribute.

Consider the comment of West (1925,
pp. 135-136): "Aremodern historians
[e.g., E. Meyer andJ. Beloch] right in
assumingthat the high idealism and
pan-Hellenic spiritof the Athenian
Armistice Day, portrayedin the Peace
of Aristophanes,evaporatedbeforeit
found expressionin an act of justice
towardlong-sufferingallies desirous
of releasefrom their war-time burdens?"See also Meritt, Wade-Gery,
and McGregor in ATL 3, p. 347: "The
assessmentof tribute ... did in fact give
the allies the relief promisedby Aristophanes."The panhellenicwarmth
Aristophanesis thought to exude has
been assumedby earlierscholarslike
West to be accompaniedby a desireto
help and relievethe allies.More recent

commentatorson Peaceoffer a corrective, e.g., Olson 1998, pp. 88-89 at
105-106: "Asense of common identity
... never stopped the Greeksin any
period from killing and enslavingone
another.When panhellenismis put
forwardas a basis for collectiveaction,
therefore,it is only in the face of an
external('barbarian')
threat(cf. Lys.
1128-1134) and generallyin the interest of a single largepower (usually
Athens), whose realpurposeis to obtain politicalhegemony over her 'ethnic'
brothers."
12. ATL 3, p. 352.
13. The editorsof ATL explicitly
regardtheir restorationsof epigraphical
evidence as based chiefly on historical
grounds (ATL2, p. 6).
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had an interest per se in being kind to their allies is a modern assumption,
however, unsupported by ancient evidence.14
Moreover, it should be remembered that the possibility of a broad
extension of the "tributeof Aristeides"depends on manipulating the timing of the assessment, for which there is no evidence whatsoever. Leaving
moral judgments aside, it is an equally valid inference that the Athenians
in 422/1, needing to replenish their treasuryafter years of warfare,would
have chosen not to offer a large-scale reduction in tribute, especially since
their ability to collect (and to enforce collection) would have been enhanced by peacetime conditions. Most important, as Meiggs notes, it was
by no means clear in the summer of 422, when the assessment would have
occurred, that the Athenians and Spartans would be concluding a peace
treaty in the following winter."
Finally,the preferencefor the smallest figure possible on the fragment
containing the Hellespontine total requires that the mason indented the
total by two spaces in the column. This is not impossible, but there are no
parallelsfor the practice.A single indentation is, however,precedented.As
Meiggs notes, this was the format of the mason who inscribed district
totals in the 425 assessment decree, and he regards this as most likely to
have been the case in the 422/1 decree, thus making the total 196 talents;
extrapolatingfrom that figure, the annual income from tribute would have
reached ca. 1,000 talents, thus not far off Andokides' figure of (more than)
1,200 talents.16 This is certainly as reasonable,if to a slightly lesser degree,
as supposing no indentation, which would bring the total to 296 talents
(and would mean that the assessment would not constitute a reduction
from the 425 assessment)."
In any case, so little of the assessment of 422/1 survives-only 30
names of cities are complete or incontestable from what is preserved,with
quotas attached to only 23 of these-that it is unwarranted to use this
document as strong support for any position, and one needs to exercise
extreme caution if using it as a guide in assigning fragments of lists to the
following period. Indeed, it is worth asking whether the remains of this
assessment decree are even from the 422/1 assessment, since no part of the
decree preceding the list of cities and their assessments is extant.18
14. See also Olson'scomments,
above,n. 11.
15. Meiggs 1972, pp. 340-341.
16. Meiggs 1972, pp. 342-343.
17. So Samons 2000, p. 231, n. 69.
I disagree,however,with his statement
that "it is very hard to believe that the
mason inscribingthe assessmentof
422/1 imitated his predecessorin 425
to the extent of reproducinghis indentation."Among other considerations,
the dearthof assessmentdecreesmeans
that we do not know whether there was
a standardpracticein inscribingsuch
documents.Moreover,the idea that

the masonwould imitate the format
of the 425 assessmentis reasonable,
given that that decreewas likely to have
been the most imposing and memorableof assessmentdecrees,well worth
imitating.
18. The presenceof part of an Aktaian panel supportsa date following
428/7, afterthe reductionof Lesbos,
which had lost control of its peraia
that consisted of the Aktaian cities.

The Aktaianpanelcurrently
makesits
epigraphicdebut in 425 (IG I 71,
col. 111.124-137).
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19. InATL 3, pp. 277-278, the
editors arguedthat no tributewas
collectedin 449/8 (see alsoATL 1,
pp. 133, 175; Meritt 1972a, p. 404,
n. 8), and they connected this with the
Peace of Kallias;others previouslyhad
suggested447/6 as a yearwithout
tributecollection (for bibliography,see
ATL 3, p. 278, n. 16). Against the view
of a missing list, see Pritchett 1964a;
1966, pp. 126-129; 1972, esp. pp. 158159; 1995, pp. 168-171. See also
Samons 2000, pp. 80-81, with n. 246,
where he suggests a connectionbetween the executionof the Hellenotamiai mentionedby Antiphon (5.6971) and the blank space on the right
lateralside of the lapisprimus.
20. ATL 1, p. xi.
21. ATL 2, p. vii.

The range of estimates for the annual income from tribute from ca. 500 to
ca. 1,000 talents and the problematic relationship of the literary and epigraphic evidence serve to underscore the importance of the quota lists.
How secure is the current arrangement?This question pertains to a larger
issue than simply the lists for the period under scrutiny here. Accordingly,
the following examination is intended to pinpoint methodological principles and issues that apply to the positioning of fragments of lists in the
entire series.
Since the appearanceofATL, scholars have not subjected the systematic arrangement, or "geography,"of the fragments as a whole to serious
scrutiny,except to question the placement of certain lists or to seek out the
year of the notorious "missing list."'9The explanation for this reluctance
lies in the authority ofATL and the daunting nature of the epigraphic remains. Indeed, it is important to appreciatethe extraordinarydifficulty of
the task of making sense of severalhundred fragments of quota lists. Meritt
himself often rightly expressedultimate uncertainty over the placement of
fragments in lists. Over time-perhaps unavoidablygiven the sheer number of fragments and the extent of reconstruction-that uncertainty slid
into certainty.One can see that process at work between ATL 1 and 2. In
the preface ofATL 1, the editors wrote that "this book makes no pretense
to being a final publication. In view of the many improvements made in
the texts of the tribute lists during the last decade and a half, it would be
pessimistic to suppose that further improvement will not be made. We
hope that the present summarywill serve to consolidate the position so far
won and offer a firmer basis for whatever study may be undertaken in the
future."20
There is no more exemplarystatement than this of epigraphists'proper
attitude towardepigraphicalconclusions-and historicalconclusions based
on epigraphic evidence. Such a statement is especially apt when applied to
evidence such as the quota lists, which are fragmentary,undated, and often extremely difficult to read. In ATL 2, the editors demonstrated the
truth of their prediction by confirming the reality of such hands-on epigraphic research, namely, that it is an ongoing process necessitated not
only by new evidence but also by new autopsy and the reassessment of
arguments for arranging fragments and for the date. In that volume they
presented the same fragments again, making a number of changes in readings and datings (though offering no supporting epigraphical commentary). As they wrote, "the restudy of the lists themselves . . . has made
advisable first of all a new presentation of the basic evidence."21
Certainly the editors felt greaterconfidence in their new presentation
than they did in ATL 1. They did not, however, include any comment to
the effect that the evidence presented in ATL 2 could more securely serve
as the basis for further study and reappraisalwhere warranted.Instead, the
absence of such a comment tacitly served to make ATL 2 the definitive
treatment that contained "facts"about tribute that henceforth could confidently be used in historical reconstructions. Yet the need not merely for
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reexamination of a particularlist but ratherfor a comprehensive reexamination of all of the lists has not gone unrecognized.22To put it bluntly, the
certainty with which the history of tribute-and by extension the archehas been written may be illusory,and that history cannot be written properly until all the fragments have been carefullyrestudied.
Such a monumental undertaking, if it happens, will take years to accomplish. Seen against that largerscope, the aim here is decidedly modest:
to take as a case study the lists attributed to the years of the Peace, and to
examine and assess the epigraphical and historical grounds for associating
fragments and arrangingthem as lists during this period. Given that the
kinds of considerations and arguments adduced for situating fragments in
these years should be regarded as typical of the overall approach to the
fragments, it is hoped that this study will make clear the need for caution
when using the tribute quota lists generally.
In the following pages I argue that, because of the shifting history of
the fragments placed in these years, their association with one another,
and questionable epigraphic and historical assumptions that have resulted
in the confinement of the fragments to these years, the currentplacement
of lists and groupings of fragments within lists should be considered only
tentative and in some cases arbitrary.To return to the historical importance of the lists for the Peace of Nikias in particular,of course, even with
accurateknowledge of the total of tribute collected annuallyin this period,
we still would not know the reason(s) for the decision to eliminate tribute.
Nevertheless, any attempt at a plausible reconstruction of the historical
context must begin with the greatest possible confidence in the epigraphic
evidence for tribute collection during the Peace, however lacunose it is;
and uncertainty itself constitutes an important kind of knowledge. While
it would be incautious at this stage to propose epigraphical and historical
reconstructions different from those presented in ATL, I consider here the
possibility that many fragments might be repositioned during the period
425/4-422/1, a period in which no lists currentlyreside.

THE TRIBUTE QUOTA LISTS, 421/0-415/4
(IG I3 285-290)
In IG 13, under the current disposition of the quota lists edited by Meritt
and McGregor, fragments of lists are assigned to all but one year (419/8)
for the period 421/0-415/4. For only one other year,420/19, does a question mark appear after the date. As a general principle the editors ofATL
avoided placing fragments of lists in the period 425-422 because the tribute calculated from the quotas was, with some exceptions,23lower than the
tribute assessed in 425. Such an assumption, however, should be subject to
scrutiny and reevaluation.
LIST

34: 42I/0

(IG I3 285)

List 34 consists of three, nonjoining fragments: frr. 1 (EM 6764), 2 (EM
6758), and 3 (EM 6652). One of these fragments (fr. 1, with its right
and top edges preserved) contains roughly the right half of a prescript,in-

22. E.g., Pritchett1963, p. 23, n. 3;
1964a, pp. 133-134; see also R. Stroud's
comments in SEG XLVII 73.
23. An exceptionis currentList 37
for 418/7 (IG13
I 287).
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Figure1. EM 6764, EM 6758,
EM 6652 (frr.1 [top],2 [middle],
3 [bottom];IG P3285). View of
reverseside of fragments.PhotoJ.Kroll

24. This fragmentis fundamentalin
dating the beginning of the practiceof
dedicatingquota to Athena in 454/3,
because in addition to an archonname,
it preservesmost of the formulacontaining the ordinalyear in the series:
"thethirty-fourth [yearof] office in
which the following cities paid the
aparcheto the goddess of a mna from
the talent"(lines 6-7).
25. For photographsof all three, see
ATL 1, pp. 101-103, figs. 135, 137,
138. See also Pritchett 1969, pl. 95,
fig. 2; Drew-Bear and Pritchett 1973,
with magnifiedphotographsof the
right edge of fr. 1, and discussionof the
implicationsof this fragmentfor the
Athenian calendar.

cluding, fortunately, an archon name (Aristion) and dating formula ('XEx
This is the only fragment for the period with a
8&'AOBvaciot'AptoTlov).24
archon
and
name,
preserved
accordingly the only fragment that can be
dated with certainty, to 421/0, the year in which Aristion held office. In
addition to part of the prescript,fr. 1 preserves parts of place-names from
what would have been col. II of the stele, and completely intact placenames and quotas for four cities, with part of the name and quota for an
additional city; the fragment then breaks off. Two other fragments (frr.2,
3) have remained with it, fr.2 situated some 50 lines beneath the end of fr.
1 in the vertical position of what would have been col. II of the stele, and
containing part of a Hellespontine panel (with no edges preserved),and fr.
3, with its left edge preserved, and containing names and quotas from an
Ionic panel, positioned in col. I.
The association of all three fragments has gone unquestioned; neither
fr. 2 nor fr. 3 has been shifted to other years. The fragments may indeed
belong to the same list, and therefore all with certainty to 421/0, for the
lettering and general appearance of the fragments are similar. Nevertheless, their reverses contain some unappreciated features that add interest
to the association (Fig. 1).25
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The reverse of fr. 1 is dressed, though not polished like the obverse,
and on it an inscription of five lines extends to slightly less than half of the
width of the fragment, which itself appearsto be roughly half the width of
the original stele (Fig. 1, top).26It contains a short rubric ("these [cities]
paid the army"), followed by three ethnics: Hephaisties, Imbrioi, and
Myrinaioi. The right half of the fragment on this side is uninscribed. It
seems likely that the entirety of at least this upper part of the stele would
have been similarly dressed. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that approximatelythree-quartersof the width of the stele was uninscribed.Moreover, it is clear that the stele would have been dressed below the extant
portion, since at the middle of the bottom edge of the fragment, after a
vacat of ca. four lines, is part of a nu and the tops of letter strokes compatible with IA. These letters (dotted in IG 13)are likely to be the end of the
beginning of a rubric like that at the top, which would have continued
onto the next line and been followed by a list of place-names, though there
is no way of knowing how many lines it would have covered.
This opisthographic fragment and the extent of the dressing on the
back raise a number of questions that bear on its association with the other
two fragments. What is the relationship between the inscriptions on the
front and back? Was the back dressed at the same time as the front, or
later,when needed? If at the same time, was it in anticipation of immediate or future need for inscribable space?Was the uninscribed part of the
reverse of the stele initially dressed because it had been intended for inscription as well? If the back was dressed at the same time as the front, but
not inscribed until later,what factors determined how much of the back to
dress? Finally, if dressed later, why was more of the surface dressed than
was necessary?
It may seem odd to ask these questions, some of which are unanswerable. But the sole reason that questions even arise about the extent of the
dressed surface on the reverseof fr. 1, and the presence of dressed but uninscribed areas,is that this fragment is the only one of the three associated
fragments that has a smooth surface on its reverse:fr. 2, placed in the center middle, is undressed, as is fr. 3, positioned in the lower left; fr. 3, however, is also drafted along its preserved left edge.27 Indeed, no one would
ever have associated fr. 1 with frr.2 and 3 on the basis of the reverses.
These anomalies by themselves do not invalidate the association of
the fragments, since parallelsexist for partly dressed stelai and dressed but
partly uninscribed stelai.28They do, however, need to be appreciatedmore
26. A betterphotograph
of fr.1 may
be found inATL 1, p. 102, fig. 136.
27. See Fig. 1. Fr.2 is slightly
thicker (ca. 0.13 m) than both fr. 1
(ca. 0.12 m) and fr. 3 (ca. 0.12 m). That
it is thickerthan fr. 1 is not an issue as
it may be in the case of fr. 3, which is
placed beneath fr.2; the stele therefore
would have bulged in the center.Variations in thickness of stelai, however,are
not uncommon, especiallywhen the
reverseis undressed.
28. E.g., the funeraryepigramsfor

Myrrhine(IGI3 1330) areinscribedon
a stele the lower half of the obverseof
which is undressed.One stele on which
accountsof the Pronaosof Athena's
treasuryareinscribedis entirelydressed
on both sides, but not inscribedall the
way down on the obverse(IG I3 296299, 305-308). The reversesof four
associatedfragments(frr.2-5; fr. 1 is
lost) of a quota list assignedto 428/7
(List 27, IG I3 283) raise a question
similarto that posed by the fragments
examinedhere. Fr.2, positioned above

frr.3-5, is dressed,with an inscribed
areaat the left of the fragmentand not
at the right,while frr.3-5, which, if
correctlyassignedto the same stele as
fr. 1, would have been positioned
fartherdown on the stele, also have
preservedbacks,and they have been
evened out with a tooth chisel but not
actuallydressed.Note, however,that
their surfacesare considerablysmoother
than those of frr.2 and 3 of IG I3285.
I thank A. Matthaiou for confirming
this by autopsy.
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fullythantheypreviouslyhavebeen,sincetheymaycasta shadowof doubt
on the association.Moreover,as in the caseof all nonjoiningfragments,it
is notvalidto drawfirmconclusionsaboutanyone fragmenton a hypothetically reconstructedstele by using others that have been associatedwith it.

Thus, while it is certainlypossiblethat the threefragmentsare correctly
associated,we cannotstateas a factthatthe stelewasonlypartiallydressed
on the reverse:if frr.2 and 3 do not belong with fr. 1, then the entire
reverseof the stele to which fr. 1 belongedmayhavebeen dressed.
Wheneverthe reversewas dressed,if it was donewith knowledgeof
roughlyhowmuchspacewasrequired,the explanationforso muchdressed
but uninscribedsurface,as in the caseof half of fr.1, is unclearunlessthe
choicewas madefor aestheticreasons.But equally,if appearancedictated
the decisionandfrr.1-3 arecorrectlyassociatedwith eachother,whywould
the whole of the reversenot havebeendressed?Moreover,if it wasunclear
at the time of dressinghow much spacewould be required(i.e., if it had
been dressedin expectationof futureinscribing),why dressonly part of
the stele,andwhat dictatedhow muchto dress?29
It would help to ascertainthe temporalrelationshipbetweenthe inscriptionson the reverseandthe quotalist on the obverse.The presenceof
the preservedtop edge of fr. 1 and the absenceof a regularprescriptprecedingthe inscriptionon the reverse,which is introducedsimplyby the
rubric"these(cities)paid the army,"warrantthe inferencethat the list in
the inscriptionon the reversecontinuedone on the front.30Dated to the
year421/0, this inscriptionhas specialinterest,sinceit wouldappearthat
militaryactivityon the islandsof Lemnos and Imbrosnecessitatedthe
rubric,31yet we hearnothingfromothersourcesaboutanyconflictin the
Hellespontineregion at this time, the first year of the Peaceof Nikias,
anddo not hearof anyuntilthe IonianWar,followingthe collapsein Sicily.That no sourcespeaksof anyconflictis no objection,sinceThucydides,
forexample,is highlyselectivein his choiceof whichmilitaryengagements
29. It may be relevantthat the
mason evidentlywas less concerned
about constrictionsof space for the
inscriptionon the reverse,which does
not show the same attention to spacing as that on the obverse.Letters
on the reverseare spacedless closely
and neatly,with less attention to
aesthetics.
30. The editors of ATL assumed
that everylist after432/1 (the last list
on the lapissecundus)occupied its
own stele.There are not unreasonable
groundsfor supposingthis: fragments
of lists assignedto yearsafter432/1
that have their backspreservedare not
nearlyas thick as the fragmentswith
both front and back preservedon the
lapisprimusand the lapissecundus,
0.385-0.39 m (see Pritchett 1964b) and
0.34 m, respectively,comparedto the
thicknessof frr.1, 2, and 3 under

examinationhere (0.12 m, 0.13 m, and
0.12 m, respectively);cf. also IG 13283,
frr.2-5, with a thicknessgiven as
0.098 m. Yet it is importantto keep in
mind that hardlyany of the fragments
have preservedbacks.In general,the
size of the stele and numberof lists on
it might have depended on the number
of cities that paid tributein a particular
year,given that there would have been
fluctuations,and also on whether or
not the reversewas intended to be inscribed,and other unknownfactors.
The editorsofATL envisioneda stele
that containedat least 105 lines of inscribedtext; allowingfor some uninscribedspace,such a stele could have
approached2 m in height, with a width
of ca. 0.75 m (on the basis of the width
[0.39 m] of fr. 1, which appearsto
contain roughlythe right half of the
prescript).A. Matthaiou,however,

having compareda numberof intact
stelai, thinks that the stele would have
been only ca. 1.5-1.6 m in height
(pers.comm.), and he maybe correct;
given variationsin the thickness-toheight ratio,however,I suspend
judgment pending furtherresearch.
Geological analysisof the fragmentsis
centralto any furtherinvestigationof
this issue.
31. Cf. Unz 1985, pp. 31-33, where
the authorargues,though without
citing this particularinscription,that
these kinds of rubricsreflectexceptions to the norm;he assumesthat
tributewas routinelyexpendedin the
field and only the surpluswas brought
to Athens, with quota comprising
1/60th of that surplus.In my view,
however,this argumentinvolvestoo
much specialpleadingto be convincing.
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to relate. Moreover, this force might simply have been a regular,established patrolling fleet.
Nevertheless, it is not impossible that the reverse inscription is separated temporally from the obverse.32We must leave open both possibilities: that the conflict that led to the use of tribute to pay soldiers in an
army or sailors in the fleet occurredat the outset of the Peace of Nikias; or
that the reversepreservespart of a list beginning farther down on the obverse, in which case the reverse inscription is not inevitably tied chronologically to that preserved on the obverse. In sum, while the obverse of
fr. 1 must be fixed to 421/0, the association of the remaining two fragments must be left unconfirmed, and the temporal relationship between
the obverse and reverse inscriptions left open.
LIST 35: 420/19?

(IG 13 286)

List 35 raises different issues from those that pertained to the fragments
assigned to the previous list. To make sense of the present location of this
list, the history of the positioning of the fragments is crucial (a point that
applies generally to all the lists). The shifting of particularfragments from
one year to another and the changing association of fragments can mean
that the original basis for locating a particularfragment in a given year is
no longer operative and therefore it can reveal, often glaringly,the unsatisfactory grounds for placing fragments in a given year,even when the date
is accompanied by a question mark. There is no better example of the
problem that can arise from the migration of fragments than what is assigned tentatively to 420/19 in IG I3. In ATL 1 three tiny fragments were
associated and placed in this year:frr.1 (EM 12789), 2 (EM 6650), and 3
(now lost).33Those assigned as frr.2 and 3 were subsequently dissociated
and appear currently as frr. 3 and 4 of IG I3 289 under the year 416/5.34
This change left fr. 1 by itself in ATL 2, accompaniedby the comment that
"thisfragment cannot be precisely dated."35
Thus, this "list"consists of one
of
which
contains
portions the ends of numbers and the
tiny fragment,
letters ON below them.36
In ATL 1, the editors argued that the list (then containing the three
fragments) could not precede 425 because of the arrangement of letters
and numerals on fr. 1.37This argument involves (1) the restoration ['I]ov[txd6] from the letters ON that appearat the bottom of the fragment;(2) the
assumption that the portions of numbers above it are part of an Island
panel;38(3) the view that the Island panel did not precede the Ionic panel
prior to 425 (which necessitates placing fr. 1 in a year following 425); and
(4) the exclusion of the period 425-421, on the basis of a restoredquota in
line 3 of the fragment, which could not be made to correspond with the
quota of any city grouped as part of the Island district panel in the 425
reassessment decree.39
Let us take these in order. First, the restoration is justified, for,
is possible epigraphically,it is vitiated by the
although [EhsXoa]dv[vTLog]
closeness of the left edge of the fragment, which would leave insufficient
room for the letters to the left of the preserved ON. The assumption that
the scrapsof numerals above the two letters is from the Island panel, how-

32. In eithercase,whetherit pertainsto 421/0 or,e.g.,the following
year,it still providesvaluableevidence
of militaryactivityin this region.
33. ATL 1, p. 104.
34. I reservediscussionof these
fragmentsfor the examinationof all the
fragmentscurrentlyassignedto the year
416/5; see below,pp. 480-487.
35. ATL 2, p. 35. Cf. also Meritt
1941, p. 15: "Onlylines 1-7 ofA. TL.,
I, List 35 remainas a possible candidate, and this is uncertain."
36. This fragmentwas first published by Broneer(1935, pp. 157-158),
along with an excellentphotograph
(p. 157, fig. 46).
37. As arrangedin ATL spatially
and chronologically(on the basis of
their reconstructedlayout oflG P 71,
the reassessmentdecree of 425), only
in that year does the Island panel begin
to precedethe Ionic panel.
38. ATL 1, p. 201.
39. Meritt 1941, p. 3.
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40. I explorethe historicalcontext
of this periodbelow.
41. Meritt 1941, p. 15.
42. On this issue, see below,
pp. 494-495.
43. In publishingfr.5, Meritt
(1972b, p. 418) commented that "this
fragmentmakes a join beneath the earlier known fragment1 and to the left of
the earlierknown fragment3 of List 37
of 418/7 B.c."Thejoins arepossible,
especiallyin the case of frr.1 and 3,
with fr. 1 containingthe beginning of
the Hellespontine districtheading and
fr. 3 continuingit with the correct
amount of space in between for the
one missing letter (E). This join is impossible to confirmat this time, however,becausefr. 1 (Agora I 4809), on
displayin the Agora Museum, is bolted
to a base.
44. On fr.2, the second to last line
contains the lettersAAE,and the bottom line, AIAE.It is clearthat these
letters come from the end of a prescript
of a quota list since the Island panel
begins below it (in what would have
been col. I). Fr.3 preservesmost of the
phrase[x7c]6r6 r
-oXCv-r[o].
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ever, is groundless since nothing in the numbers above the evident panel
heading indicates to what panel it would have pertained;no beginnings of
figures survive on this fragment, only snippets of the ends of severaltotals.
The connection between the 425 reassessment decree and fr. 1 depends on
a circularargument:fr. 1 only relates to the decree if it can be shown that
the numerals on it belong to an Island panel, but the decree is used to
prove that they did and therefore fr. 1 belongs to a list dated after 425.
In the final stage of the argument the period 425-421 was ruled out
for fr. 1 because of supposed conflicts between possible restorationsof the
amounts of quota in the fragment and the totals of tribute that appear in
the 425 reassessment decree for cities in the Island district. Simply put,
this argument fallaciously equates assessment with collection. It is by no
means clear that the cities paid their new assessment in its entirety each
year--especially, for example, at times when the allies perceived weakness
on the part of Athens. Therefore, nothing prevents this piece from belonging to a quota list dating between 425 and 421.40
Thus, EM 12789, a fragment that by itself yields no usable information whatsoever, occupies its own, tentatively dated, year as List 35 because it was initially combined with two other fragments. Upon their removal, it remained as the lone occupant of 420/19?. It is doubtful that it
would by itself have been placed in any year and not have been left floating.
As mentioned above, even Meritt had reservationsabout the status of this
fragment as List 35, after the removal of the other two fragments.41 It is
not impossible that this fragment could belong to the quota list for the
year 420/19, but as it stands there is no justification for thinking that it
does, nor that it necessarily should be placed in any year during the Peace
of Nikias in preference to another period. If sound arguments can be adduced that demonstrate that fr. 1 contains part of an Island panel, then, for
example, the fragment might belong to a list for a year between 425 and
421, or for a year following 413, if tribute collection was at some point
resumed.42
The assignment of EM 12789 to 420/19? is perhaps the best testimony to the methodological pitfalls that can result from the movement of
fragments, arguments from restoration, and historical assumptions. Accordingly,we cannot insist that we possess any part of a list for that year.
Under the current ordering, two years should be seen as having no lists:
420/19 and 419/8, a year in which no fragments are currently situated.
That no fragments have been assigned to that later year,while EM 12789
is placed in the earlier year, well reveals the arbitrarinessof the chronological and dispositional issue in its final state.

LIST

37: 418/7 (IG I3 287)

List 37 contains five fragments, three of which-frr. 1 (Agora I 4809), 3
(EM 12798), and 5 (Agora I 7397)-are said to join from behind (Fig. 2).43
Three fragments preserve parts of a prescript (fr. 1, a substantial middle
portion; fr. 2 [EM 6784], several letters from the last two lines from the
left portion of a prescript;and fr. 3, part of the bottom line from the right
portion of a prescript).44Fr. 1 also contains the first four letters of the
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Figure2. AgoraI 4809, EM 12798,
Agora17397 (frr.1 [top], 3 [middle],
5 [bottom];IG 13 287). Courtesy
Museum,Athens
Epigraphic

Hellespontine panel and parts of three rows of numerals below it; frr.3-5
are positioned in col. II.45 If indeed fr. 2 is part of the same prescript as
fr. 1, we can have greater confidence in the line length than is the case for
List 39, examined below.46While no archon name is preserved, it would
plausibly have been seven or eight letters (so ATL);47 yet this is not inevitable, since there are no preserved edges and even in the case of stoichedon
inscriptions, line lengths can vary.To cite just one example, the right edge
I3
of the prescriptpreservedon fr. 1 oflG
285 revealsdifferent line lengths.
45. In addition to the end of a prescript,fr. 3 contains part of the Hellespontine panel with IIONTIOpreserved at the beginning;fr. 5 is part of
the Hellespontine panel with the beginnings of 14 ethnics and ends of
numeralsin four cases;fr. 4 (Agora
I 4809b) is a tiny fragmentwith little
usable information.It has parts of four
lines with only four letters fully preserved and tracesof others allowing
for more than one possibility.The first
line has the bottom horizontal strokeof
a letter,printed as a certainepsilon.

Line 2 has XE, line 3, an alphafollowed
by a tiny left verticalupper tip of a letter;line 4 has a kappa.
46. Fr.3, as mentioned above,n. 44,
preservesmost of the final phraseof the
(line 7).
prescript,[&no]6-c6
"a6Xv-[o]
bit of the prescript
While the preserved
in fr. 2 does not by itself allow us to
determinethe numberof letter spaces
between it and the left edge, the left
half of the island heading and end of
one numeralpermit an estimated line
length in the prescriptof 51 letters.
The preciseline length is uncertain,

however,and one or two vacantspaces
must be assignedat the end of line 2
(and one at the end of line 1), depending on whether a name of seven or
eight letters is restored.
47. See also Meritt 1939, pp. 56-57.
If frr.1, 2, and 3 are correctlyassociated
with one another,they yield sufficient
portions, especiallyin the last line, of
the prescriptto estimate the line length,
which in turn can be used to estimate
the numberof letters availablefor the
archonname in line 2.
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48. Col. 11.10.The quota XX is on
fr. 1 (AgoraI 4809) and the ethnic
Ko[?t]xevoiis on fr. 3 (EM 12798).
This inferenceis valid only if the two
fragmentsdo in factjoin; see above,
n. 43, and below.
49. Meritt 1939, pp. 54-59, esp.
p. 58.
50. Meritt 1941, p. 10.
51. Meiggs 1950, p. 64.
52. Meiggs 1950, p. 64.
53. ATL 3, p. 352. They also concluded (pp. 351-352), afterthe final
relocationof lists for the period 418/7415/4, that the increasein tributein
418/7 was less sharpthan they had
previouslysupposed.
54. Meritt 1972b, p. 420.
55. Didymoteichitaiand Daunioteichitai,lines 19 and 20, respectively.
56. Meritt 1939, p. 55.
57. Meritt 1939, p. 55.
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In the process of assigning a date to these associated fragments, the
editors of ATL excluded consideration of the years 425/4-423/2 on the
grounds that the line length of the prescript prohibited the restoration of
names that would have appearedin the heading if the list belonged in one
of those years. The conclusion that the list should postdate 423/2, however, did not lead to any certainty about the correct date, for the list has
seesawed dizzyingly between 422/1 and 418/7, with Alkaios or Antiphon restored as archon, respectively.In ATL 1, 422/1 was preferredbecause of preservedfigures that suggested a tribute more in accordwith the
"character"of the 425 assessment; on the basis of its quota in this list, Kyzikos, for example, paid 20 talents in the year to which frr. 1 and 3 belong.48Meritt also had argued for 422/1 over 418/7 on epigraphic grounds
(involving the restorationof possible names in the prescript).49In the time
between ATL 1 and 2, however, he reassigned the fragments to 418/7.50
Yet in ATL 2 they appearedto have returnedto 422/1. As Meiggs noted in
his review of the volume, "bya slip the archon for 418/7 has been retained
in the prescript and one of the main difficulties of the earlier dating has
been obscured by the omission of two vacant spaces at the end of line 2."51
He continued: "On this dating and on the other changes in the lists judgement must be suspended; discussion is reserved for the final volume."52In
that volume (ATL 3) the editors continued to favor 422/1 on the basis of
the high quotas in the list, which they concluded would be out of place in
the period 421/0-418/7 on the basis of comparison with other fragments
of lists.53
The final reassignment came in 1972, when Meritt moved the fragments back to 418/7 on the basis of the new fragment (5), said to join frr.
1 and 3. The new fragment produced part of the Hellespontine panel, and
Meritt argued that, with two exceptions, the quotas "indicate[d] a return
to the pre-war level of assessment."54It should be noted, however, that no
quotas are preserved in their entirety, and portions of the ends of figures
correspondingto only three of eleven place-names arepreserved.The quotas
of the two exceptions cited are entirely restored.55Most important, if there
are quotas that are both commensurate with and low compared to cities'
425 assessments, then it seems little short of arbitraryto fix on 418/7
(weighting the lower quotas) instead of 422/1 (weighting the higher);both
would appearto be equally possible, if no other arguments can be offered
that are persuasive,even if not cogent.
The variety of arguments adduced in the case of the two years under
consideration calls for caution and reservedjudgment. Interestingly,Meritt
initially raised 412/1 as a possibility, restoring Kallias as the archon, an
individual whose demotic matched that preserved on fr. 1, Skambonides
(line 2).56 He immediately rejected it, however, on both epigraphic and
historical grounds. Noting that if Kallias were restored as archon, the numeral required for the year of the office of the Hellenotamiai would be
he argued that this would "exceed by one letter
Tp?sE xa's-rTOCpCaxooCG~,

space the maximum amount of stone available even if the word
in line 3 is written without the rough breathing."57
Yet, as
[@ihEvoTcr]o]at
mentioned above, the editors ofATL had to suppose two vacant spaces on
the stone with the restoration of the archons Alkaios and Antiphon; the
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restoration of KchcXocaand tpLre-gxc'- S-crrpo- in line 2 would fit the
?x)
estimated line length exactly.
More serious, in Meritt's view, were objections on historical grounds,
namely, that the Athenians abandoned the collection of tribute around
413 (Thuc. 7.28.4). Meritt himself, however, three years earlier had dated
five nonjoining, undated fragments, evidently from a reassessment of tribute, to the year 410, arguing that the Athenians had resumed the collection of tribute.8 From a methodological standpoint, why is it not equally

58. Meritt 1936, pp. 386-389;
see alsoATL 3, pp. 91-92. Mattingly
(1996, pp. 158-160, 205-208) places
the fragmentsin 418 (and argues
againstthe resumptionof tribute).
Samons (2000, p. 251) considers414

possible;fordiscussionof thesedates,
see also Meiggs 1972, pp. 438-439.

See alsobelow,pp.494-495.
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Figure 3 (oppositetop, left). EM 6784
(fr. 2; IG P 287). CourtesyEpigraphic
Museum,Athens
Figure 4 (oppositetop, right). EM
12798 (fr.3; IG IP287). CourtesyAgora
AmericanSchoolof Classical
Excavations,
StudiesatAthens
Figure 5 (oppositebottom,left). Agora
I 7397 (fr.5; IG 13287). CourtesyAgora
AmericanSchoolof Classical
Excavations,
Studiesat Athens
Figure 6 (oppositebottom,right).

AgoraI 4809 (fr.1;IG 13287).

American
CourtesyAgoraExcavations,
Schoolof ClassicalStudiesatAthens

59. Samons (2000, p. 254) suggests
this possibility.For the likelihood that
the eikosteof ca. 413 was unsuccessful
in securingfor the Athenians greater
revenueor, alternatively,for the possibility that the Athenians collected
both the tax and tribute,see Kallet
2001, pp. 222-225. The year 412 was
one of crisisfor the Athenians, accordingto Thucydides (8.15.1), for
in the summerof 412 the revolt of
Chios made them panic over their
financialresources,and this collective
state of mind led them to liberatethe
"IronReserve"of 1,000 talents,locked
awaysince the beginning of the PeloponnesianWar and not intended for
use except in the event of an enemy
attackon Athens by sea (Thuc. 2.24.1).
It is by no means impossiblethat their
panic also led them to reimposetribute
at the same time, with the first col-
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possible that the fragments belong to a list for the year 412 and would
thereby reveal the resumption of tribute collection by that year?59The use
of five nonjoining, undated fragments of an assessment as the mainstay of
a significant historical interpretation (that tribute was reimposed in or by
that year) and, by contrast, the rejection of 412 as the date of the list to
which quota fragments belong on historical grounds (that in ca. 413 tribute was replacedwith a maritime tax with no evidence that it was restored
in or by 412) create an impression of an arbitraryapproach to undated
epigraphical evidence.
These fragments, therefore, cannot be said to occupy a secureplace in
418/7 as implied by their appearance in IG I3 without a question mark.
Moreover, there are further epigraphicalconsiderations that may call their
association into question. The lettering on the fragments differs in significant respects.Fr.2, in col. I, and fr.3, in col. II, have distinctly different nus
(see Figs. 3, 4).60 Likewise the nus in fr. 5 (Fig. 5), positioned on col. II,
differ from those on fr. 2, but also, if less pronounced, from those on fr. 3,
with which it is said to join. Fr. 1, containing part of a prescript,some numerals, part of a panel heading and the beginnings of some ethnics from
col. II, has roughly similar nus to frr.2 and 3, though they are considerably
more varied (Fig. 6).61 Moreover, the sigmas on fr. 1 differ rather dramatically from those on fr. 3.62 Since frr. 2 and 3 are positioned in different
columns (I and II, respectively), one could suppose two masons at work,
one inscribing the prescript and col. I, and another inscribing col. II.63 In
this case, however, we would need to suppose that one mason inscribed
the prescript and possibly col. II, and another inscribed col. I, or, alternatively, that three different masons were at work. These epigraphical considerations raise a question about the association, if only about that of fr.2
with frr. 1, 3, and 5, if those fragments do indeed join.
lection to be made in spring412/1,
though in that case one might wonder
why Thucydideswould have chosen
to be silent about it. One explanation
for his silence might be that he had
alreadyregisteredhis view that it was
mistakento think that eliminating
tributeand imposing a maritimetax
would increasethe revenuereaching
Athens. For an analysisof Thucydides'narrativepresentationof this
decision, and of that to use the "Iron
Reserve,"see Kallet2001, pp. 136-146,
246-250. I am not endorsing412/1,
but ratherusing the possibilityto test
its viabilityas a date comparedto 418/7
when one adduceshistoricalarguments.
60. I thank StephenTracyfor examining the letteringon the EM fragments with me. In fr.2 (EM 6784),
the right verticalof the nu appearsboth
angled and straight,but the base of the

right strokeis consistentlyhigher
than that of the left (Fig. 3). In fr. 3
(EM 12798), the nus are uniformand
straight,and the right strokeextends
fartherdown (Fig. 4).
61. Unfortunately,no nus arepreserved on the portion of fr.2 containing
part of the prescript.
62. The sigmas on fr. 1 arelarger
and less sharplyangled than those on
fr. 3. The sigmas on fr.2 appearto be
smaller,but this may be due to the
condition of the stone.The sigmas on
frr.3 and 5 arecompatiblewith each
other.
63. It is one of those frustrating
accidentsof preservationthat the sigma
that would have been inscribedfor the
Hellespontine panel heading is not
extant:fr. 1 preservesHEAAEand fr. 3,
IlONTIO.
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In sum, with no preserved dating formula, it is possible, but by no
means mandated, that Agora 1 4809 and the fragments associated with it
date to 418/7, or even to anotheryearduring the Peace of Nikias. Moreover,
it should be left open as to whether the fragments should all be associated.
LIST 38: 417/6

(IG I1 288)

List 38 consists of one fragment (EM 6751) preservingnine full or partial
names from an Island panel.64It was originally placed in 420/19 or 419/8
(List 35 or 36) in ATL 1, then moved down to List 38 in ATL 2, although
the editors also held open the possibility that it belonged to List 37. This
shift left no List 36. Even in the list's original location (420/19 or 419/8),
the editors ofATL commented that "becauseof the inconclusive criteriaat
our disposal the date proposed must be considered tentative."65 In 1941,
Meritt had commented that "fromits similarity to List 39 the inscription
The downshift fromATL 1 to
probablybelongs in this assessment period."66
been
result
of the reassignmentto 416/5
a
ATL 2, therefore,seems to have
of the two fragments originally associatedwith the tiny fragment that now
comprisesList 35 (420/19?).67The repositioning,in otherwords,had nothing
to do with a connection between the fragment and the year 417/6.
In addition, calculated tribute totals from the fragments now assigned
to 418/7, examined above, which had previously occupied a reconstructed
list for 422/1 in ATL 1 and 2, corresponded more closely with those from
EM 6751. Thus, EM 6751 in a sense accompanied its relatives to a later
date. Both lists, that for 417/6 and 416/5, were believed initially to reflect
a new, higher assessment of 418; no assessment decree, however, survives
from which to derive support for this new placement. Indeed, the tribute
totals for some of the cities in this list would, like some in 418/7, not be
out of place in the period 425-421. For example, inferring from this fragment, Kythnos in this year (whenever it was) paid six talents, which was its
assessment in 425, having previously in 432 paid three. Keioi also paid six
talents; it was assessed ten in 425, and paid only three in 432. The assessments of the other cities listed in this fragment are not extant.
The current placement of EM 6751 in 417/6 on the basis of its compatibility with the fragments placed in 416/5 depends ultimately on the
validity, if not cogency, of the arguments for positioning fragments in
416/5. They are the most elaborate of those advanced for dating lists in
the period under scrutiny here. Let us now examine the case.

LIST

39: 416/5 (IG I3 289)

List 39 contains four fragments, including one long lost. Parts of(evidently) personal names (or, e.g., demotics) are preserved on one (fr. 1, EM
13048), positioned as part of a prescript of a quota list (Fig. 7), and on
another (fr. 2, EM 13049), the end of a prescript of a quota list, followed
by a list of names from the Island panel with some quotas preserved
(Fig. 8). Another fragment (fr. 3, EM 6650) preserves only the beginning
letters of two names, with quotas completely or partially preserved.The
lost fr. 4 preserved names, also with some quotas completely or partially
preserved.

64. For a photograph,see ATL 1,
p. 105, fig. 141.
65.ATL 1, p. 202.
66. Meritt 1941, p. 15 (my emphasis).
67. See pp. 474-475, above.
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Figure7 (above).EM 13048 (fr.1;
IG IP289). CourtesyEpigraphic
Museum,
Athens

Figure8 (right).EM 13049 (fr.2;
IG 13 289). CourtesyEpigraphic
Museum,
Athens

In ATL 1, frr.3 and 4 were thought, on the grounds of their similarity
to those in List 34, to be from 421/0, and certainly earlier in the Peace
rather than later (based on an assumption that tribute was increased in
418/7).68 They were originally combined with EM 12789, the tiny fragment that occupies List 35, examined above. In ATL 2 they were moved
to 416/5, where they are now part of IG Is 289, because of their resemblance to two new fragmentsfrom the Nike bastion (EM 13048 and 13049)
68. ATL 1, p. 201: "The evidence
provesconvincinglyenough that the list
cannot be dated before 421/0; and since
we have in List 34 the recordfor 421/0,
the presentinscriptionfalls in 420/19
or later.It is true that the scanty

evidence now at our disposaldoes not
allow us to exclude the document from
the period 418/7-415/4. Yet in view of
the parallelsbetween 34 and 35 we
have deemed it best at this time to
assign List 35 to 420/19 or 419/8."
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discoveredin the interimbetweenATL 1 and2 andpublishedby Welter
(Figs. 7, 8).69 Arrivingat the new dateinvolvesa seriesof complexstages.
Most of the supportsfor the argumentthat these fragmentsall belong
together,and,especially,thattheydateto 416/5, however,arefartoo shaky
to carrythe weight placedon them.
The argumentbeginswith the associationof EM 13048 and 13049,
and fromtheremoveson to an estimateof the distanceseparatingthe two
fragments.It endswith the assignmentto List 39 (416/5) of all fourassociatedfragments,throughthe restorationin fr.2 (EM 13049)of the name
Arimnestos,archonin 416/5.70Let us firstconsiderthe proposedassociation. AlthoughWelterdid not think that the two fragmentscame from
the samestele,Meritt argued,on the basisof a squeezeandJ. H. Oliver's
fromautopsy,thattheydid,andthat,whiletherewasno physiconcurrence
cal join, they could be arrangedin such a way as to positionfr. 1 at the
beginningof a prescriptand fr. 2 at its end. The main partof the argument,beginningwith the assumptionthatfr.1 mustbe partof a prescript
of a quotalist andbelongswith fr.2, concernsthe restorationof the name
Arimnestos,which involveshighly intricatereconstructivefootwork.It
dependsaboveall on a crucialletterin the top line of fr.1 andnecessitates
the rejectionof one possibilityfor the letter,an argumentaboutprescript
headings,assumptionsaboutthe relativepositioningof the two fragments
and the line length of the prescript,and a restoredprescriptheadingthat
has no parallelin anyquotalist.
On the top line of fr.1, WelterreadAP andbeforeit a traceof a lower
verticalstroke.Meritt,froma squeeze,secondedby Oliverfromautopsy,
sawpartof a strokeof an iotacompatiblewithWelter'sreading,andbefore
that the verticaland top horizontalbarsof eitheran epsilonor a pi. Situatingthis fragmentat the beginningof a prescript,missingonlyone initial
letter,he then consideredand rejectedthe possiblerestoredformula
lists
'Ap[-- - - - --pXovcog
xTX.]on the groundsthat quota[i]'E.
"'A0vcwot;
from this perioddo not begin that way,but ratherwith the name of the
69. Welter 1939; Meritt 1941 (with
secretaryof the boule,followedby the archonformulaEipXe 'A0Avelot.oL photographs,figs. 1, 2; see alsoATL 2,
Meritt also objectedto the length andwordinessof possiblerestorations p. 37, figs. 1, 2). The two fragments
were excavatedfrom the Nike bastion,
of the fullprescript(combiningfrr.1 and2) comparedto othersof the period (IG I3 285 and 287).

The nextstageof his argumentis the crux,andthe pointwherepossibility movesswiftlyto certainty.As Merittput it, "thereis an addedepigraphicobjectionwhichI hesitatetopressto itsfull and logicalconclusion
because the surfacein line 1 is so badly weathered as to make absolute certainty of the reading questionable."71He then noted that, while the top
horizontal stroke of pi "elsewherein the text"measures0.009 m, the stroke
in line 1 "seemsto measureonly 0.007 m in length."72He thus read epsilon
instead ofpi, which allowed the restoration[i
'Ap[- - - - - -re"q
roXqg
h].
xTX.].This restoration necessitated lengthening
rp6"coo &ypapcpxtScsuS
the distance between the two fragments (from 65 to 72 letters), and led to
the conclusion that the archon dating formula could not have occurred in
line 1 because of the posited line length, but instead could be placed in the
lower part of the prescript.This, he argued,would be possible if the phrase
ending the prescript, [&ru6]-r6ocA[&vvo],"isgiven the compendious form"
that appears in IG I3 285 and 287.

but Welter,althoughhe thought that
they were both pieces of quota lists,
dissociatedthem temporally.It is
impossibleto confirmthat frr.3 and 4
resembleeach other,since the latteris
missing.Meritt'sassociationof EM
6650 and the two new fragmentswas
based on resemblancein letter shapes
and dimensions,measurementsin line
spacing,and flakingof the stone. For a
photographof EM 6650, see ATL 1,
p. 104, fig. 140. Fr. 1 of IG 13 286 (EM
12789), examinedabove,was regarded
as sufficientlydifferentnot to warrant
moving it along with EM 6650.
70. [APIM|NE]ETO[E],
lines 5-6;
Meritt 1941, p. 2.
71. Meritt 1941, p. 5 (my emphasis).
72. Meritt 1941, p. 5.
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The argument culminates with the observation that "surelyit is more
than mere coincidence that where the name should fall, in the line above
the preservedletters >TO form part of the
the letters [&irb6]O r-cocaX[&vo],
archon-name 'Ap ywo-cog,one of the few that are availablefor restoration.
The appearanceof this name dates the inscription in the year 416/5."73He
then offered a new reading of the prescript,74as follows:

5

'Ap[......
- - ca. 8 - - •p6zoq ypcxao.qtCcuE,
[7rctzqg foXE?
h].
--ca.
8----]
uo
h;XXkvo-aowLa[
ov
[......11.....]
(I)..........49
'Avayu[pdaLoqg
..........]
[.......o11 ..... ]o xcE [ovie3g (IV).........49
........]
[.....
..........'E]..Xou:]ETal6v (VII) [...........54
........
S,
[po]l1a[8e (X) ho4S. ..]vLo[........25
ypOCa~4/~tE
6
'Ap6]Xepy 'AOsvadoLq

atv]-CSxa'xt-axoo(GT
&p
X
[v]ozao[q"'[r' Za-;
v6v]
&rccpaPXv_
z
t
OOLo
&rciooaov
vacat ]
[CrC6]C6

it6Xe hmci'

"cax[xvzo

The association of frr.1 and 2 is possible-if only because the poor condition of fr. 1 allows it to be associated with practicallyanything.75In short,
the association of frr. 1 and 2, as well as the additions of fr. 3 and the lost
fr. 4 to the same list as frr.1 and 2, cannot be proved or disproved. At the
same time, however, severalpoints are crucialto appreciatewhen assessing
the strength of the case for the association of frr. 1 and 2. First is the severely weathered condition of fr. 1, which contains the letter stroke at the
heart of the argument. What is certain is that, from the juxtaposition of
letters below line 1, the inscription clearlycontains parts of personal names
(or, e.g., demotics). What is uncertain, and is a critical caveat to the entire
reconstruction, is that the top edge of the fragment is a portion of the top
edge of the stele to which it belonged, as is maintained.76
Second, and the most serious objection to the argument, is the conversion from a tentative possibility to fact of the epigraphicalpoint Meritt
"hesitate[d] to press"but then immediately pressed, namely, the length of
the top horizontal bar of a letter, and the methodological unsoundness of
the support that he adduced for it. Even if he correctly read the complete
top bar of a letter, the condition of the stone's surface does not permit
73. Meritt 1941, p. 5.
74. Meritt 1941, pp. 5-6; this reading is identicalto that printed in IG P3,
except that in the latterpublication,in
line 1 the epsilon is no longer dotted,
and in line 7 the initial tau is dotted.
It is unclearwhether these changes
were intentional.
75. The stone is so badlyworn that
it is nearlyillegible (Fig. 7). I made a
numberof attemptsto readit, under
variouslighting conditions,holding
the fragmentat differentangles,and
using water and magnification,all
with limited success.A. Matthaiou,
examiningit with me on one occasion,
was able to hold it at an angle under

particularlighting conditions so that
many letterswere visible, though the
top line much less so than the other
lines. The fragmentcould have weathered since Oliver examinedit; but
even Meritt refersto the extent of
erosion on the surface,a problemthat
the photographspublishedin Meritt
1941 andATL 2 revealwas present at
that time. It is worth noting, however,
that there maybe a bit of preserved
back at the lower right of fr.2, and if
so, then that fragmentis thinner than
fr. 1, the back of which is not preserved.
Since fr.2 is positioned lower than
fr. 1, this factormay constitute a
possible objectionto the association,

though it cannot be pressed.
76. The top of the fragmentis
roundedat the back,which is suggestive of a top edge of a stele. EM 13049
(fr.2) has a similarlyroundedor beveled edge, but fr. 1 clearlyhas no preserved edges. Moreover,it is not clear
that there is an alphain the first line, as
read by Welter (1939). There is only
part of a diagonalstroke,the angle of
which seems to be too sharp,at nearly
45 degrees,for an alpha,and instead
suggests a chi. It should be said, however,that this cannot be regardedas
certain,again,becauseof the condition of the stone.
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precise measurement.77In any case, it is not legitimate to argue for a particular letter on one fragment by drawing support from a letter on another,
nonjoining fragment. In short, the assignment of four fragments to the
year 416/5 depends on a highly tenuous reading of a single letter and on a
problematic use of nonjoining fragments.The authority conferred on this
one letter on the most weathered line of a nearly illegible fragment finds
no better testimony than its appearancein IG without an underdot.7"
Finally, even if epsilon is the correct reading, in the letter space to its
right, where Meritt read part of an iota, are traces of what appearsto be a
sigma.79 If this is the correct reading, which on several examinations it
seemed to be, then both Welter's and Meritt's suggested restorations are
invalidated. Readings aside, however, it must be regarded as fundamentally uncertain whether this fragment even preservespart of a prescriptof
a quota list, for the first legible line, restored as part of a dating formula of
a prescript,couldpreserve part of another personal name (or demotic, etc.)
instead; thus, the fragment may have come from an entirely different kind
of inscription."0The fact that the two fragments were found in proximity
to each other is not a compelling argument for their association with one
another. As mentioned above, Welter, who published the results of the
excavation of the Nike bastion that produced them, thought that they did
not belong to the same inscription.
77. Moreover,under certaincondiIt is instructive to underscore the additional methodological probtions, I thought I might be seeing a
lems with Meritt's argument, noted above, that the archon dating formula
right verticalstrokecompatiblewith pi.
for this period was XEs
not irc.. . oXpov-cog
'AOsvocotg,and
F
"'AOsvlcotg,
But see also below.
that therefore the latter should not be restored (in line 1 of fr. 1); yet, it is
78. Meritt (1941, p. 5), however,
the one that could be made to fit. It relies on two false premises, namely,
had rightly dotted both epsilon and iota
in line 1, and the underdotsremained
that the letters on the top line of this fragment preserve part of the dating
in ATL 2, p. 36, so the absencein IG of
1
and
that
fr.
contains
the
formula i•T . .
,
beginning
.Epov?og 'A0EVCtOlc
the underdotfor the epsilon may be an
of a prescript.Even if we allow both of these premises for the sake of disinadvertentmisprint.
cussion, however, the rejection of the formula n.... .ipxovooq 'A0svcxloLt
79. A. Matthaiou (pers.comm.,
on the basis of parallels with other lists of the period is decidedly weak.
examiningit with me) arrivedat the
There is only one certain example of an archon dating formula in the fragsame readingindependently.
80. As mentioned above,it is uncerments assigned to this period, namely, that used in the prescript in IG 13

.
'A0Esveotu
example, in IGI 287, for the year 418/7, but
there the identical formula is entirely restored.To be sure,the restorationis
strong, given what is preserved of the prescript on the fragment.81However, the fact that the associated fragments assigned to 418/7 cannot be
said to be securelydated to that year,or to any year during the Peace of Nikias, effectively eliminates anyweight the restorationmight otherwise have
had; this leaves but one example for the entire period, that used in the prescript for 421/0. Yet, if Meritt's arguments for the date of 416/5 for frr. 1
and 2 do not hold up to scrutiny and, indeed, if it cannot be maintained
with any certaintythat these two fragmentsbelong to the yearsof the Peace
of Nikias, then the strength of even the one counter-paralleldiminishes.
A further issue should be raised. Perhaps the most serious methodological weakness in Meritt's case is that his proposed restoration of the
archon Arimnestos and the archon dating formula is located near the bottom of the prescript,in a position unprecedented in any other list. The two
285, for the year421/0,

iX•s
Meritt adduced another

tain whether a top edge is preserved.
If the fragmentdoes preservepart of a
prescriptand the letters on the first
preservedline are E2AP, Matthaiou
(pers. comm.) suggests the appealing
restoration[7ci -c]ES&p[X7].
81. Fr. 1 (Agora I 4809). On the
first line of the fragment,most of the
name Aphidnaios appears,followed by
a certainpi, rho, omicron,and a dotted
tau, securingthe restoration
The fragmentcontainsthe beginning
rp•.r[og].
of a column of entries at its lower right,
with spaceto the left. The inscription
is restoredas containingtwo columns,
and the line length of the prescriptrestored accordingly.It is possible,however,that therewere three columns,
not two.
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82. ATL 1, p. 198.
83. In Meritt's squeeze the possibility of readinganythingis vitiatedby
the drawingin black markerof the
right curveof an omicron.The setting
of the fragmentin plasterprevents
complete inspection.That there is a
curvedletter strokeseems certainfrom
the brownishcolorationof the stroke
comparedto that of preservedletters on
the fragment.Epigraphically,a letter
other than omicronis possible,e.g.,
theta or rho, either of which would
contain greatertheoreticalprobability
becausethe position of the curvein the
stoichos is lower and fartherto the left
than for omicronselsewhere(though
this last point presumesthat all comparandaon the reconstructedstele are
correctlyassignedto this inscription).
Given the nu following it, however,
orthographicallyan omicron is dictated.
84. As restoredin IG13 71, the order of the cities (or ethnics) immediately abovethe restoredNotion is
Chalkeatai,Chioi Kares,Kyrbissos.In
IG I3 279 the order (restored)is Pyrnioi, Naxiatai,Hairaioi,Kolophonioi,
Noties, and, in 280, Marethesioi,Koioi,
Hairaioi, Kolophonioi,Noties. One
should note, at the same time, that ordering can differwidely on fragments
of lists.
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other prescripts on fragments dated to the period of the Peace of Nikias,
just discussed, both have archon and verb in the beginning of the prescript. Moreover, Meritt's restored prescript in turn necessitates what he
describes as a "compendious"formula ending with the phrase [rV6x]-co
at the end of the prescript.Yet, one objection he raised to the
ccaX[kv-ro]
restoration he initially considered, that with the archon name and formula
appearing at the top, was that it resulted in a wordy and lengthy prescript.
In any case, he has to posit a chronological development in prescripts to
justify his unparalleledrestoration and arrangementof the prescript,while
at the same time discounting the restoration of the formula
'A4[- - on the grounds that this formula [i]rc.
was not used
--- i- Xov-rog
'A•svouot;]
"duringthis period."These arguments overall have an arbitrarycharacter.
Thus is the history of the list for 416/5. The editors ofATL originally
thought that two of the fragments should be placed earlier on the basis of
quotas similar to those for 421/0. Their movement to a less historically
desirable-as they saw it-year was motivated by epigraphic grounds; but
it should be remembered that one of those two fragments has long been
lost, was never photographed, and cannot be examined today. Most important, the epigraphical arguments underlying the movement of all four
fragments to 416/5 in some cases lack validity, and in others are valid but
cannot bear the weight of certainty that Meritt accorded them. Too many
possibilities have been converted to fact. It thus must be considered fundamentallyuncertainwhether any of these fragments-assuming that they
come from the same list-should be placed in the year 416/5.
As for possible alternatives for a date, it is worth reexamining the
arguments adduced in ATL against periods other than the Peace of Nikias. InATL 1, the editors, in arguing that (old) List 35 should be dated to
421/0-419/8, before Welter's fragments came to light, excluded consideration of the period 428/7-422/1 for these fragments on what appear at
first to be reasonablegrounds. Notion's quota in fr. 3 (IG 13 289.41) is restored as [AAA]IF-H1I,on the basis of the list for 421/0 (IG I3 285, col.
1.95). The editors state that Notion's tribute (2,000 drachmas, calculated
from the restoredquota) cannot applyto 428/7-422/1, since "wenow know"
that its tribute was only 100 drachmas in the 425 reassessment.82
On what is their certainty based? At the bottom of one fragment assigned to the 425 assessment is a nu followed by a vacat (fr. 30, line 107 of
IG 13 71), above which are portions of place-names (Fig. 9, right). In the
facsimile drawing in ATL 1, no letter is read to the left of the nu. In the
drawing and on the stone, there appears to be the right curve of a letter,
but it occurs at the break of the fragment.83In the text given, a dotted
omicron appearsand the name restoredas [Nd6-]ov.Meritt andWest placed
a sliver of a fragment containing portions of numbers (fr.29) to the left of
this fragment;at the bottom of fr.29, along the broken left edge, appearsa
trace of a vertical stroke restored as H (Fig. 9, left). Thus, behind the "we
now know" statement lies a nu, an uncertain omicron on one fragment,
and a vertical stroke on another, nonjoining fragment.
The order in which the cities are restored on fr. 30 of the 425 assessment is not paralleledin other lists, so that the presence of Notion in that
panel is not guaranteed by the restorationsthat precede.84Nevertheless, it
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Figure9. Frr.29 and30 (IG 1371).
PhotoJ. Kroll

is certainly a plausible restoration because of the unusual ending of nu,
that is, a city name rather than the more common ethnic,"8the absence of
alternative cities with an ending in nu, and the relatively short length of
the name. That its tribute was 100 drachmas,however, must be considered
far from certain, since it cannot be taken as a fact that the fragment positioned to its left with restored H corresponding to it is correctly placed,
and, even if so, other numerals may have preceded the H.86
In general, given the unique (from the standpoint of preservation)
nature of the 425 reassessment decree and the irregularityof many assessments, neither uniformly doubled or tripled, and in some cases remaining
the same as or even reduced from pre-425 assessments,"7one should not
85. While N6'-tovappearsin IG 13
is
285, most often the ethnic
NotcrL
used, as in, e.g., IG 13 259-264, 270,
279, and 280 (and the ethnic is the
basis for restorationelsewhere).
86. As reconstructedand restored,
the left edge of fr.29 is considered
equivalentto the left edge of the
column.
87. As the lists and the 425 reassessment decree are currentlyrecon-

structed,Pedasespaid 2 T in 453/2 and
451/0 (quota partlyrestored),1 T in
447/6, and was assessed3,000 dr.in
425; Karuandespaid 1,000 dr.in 452/1
(quota almost entirelyrestored),went
down to 500 in 450/49, and was then
assessedagain at 1,000 dr.in 425; Kyrbissos paid 2,000 dr.in 454/3, 452/1,
447/6, 446/5 (mostly restored),and
445/4, and was assessedthe same in
425; Chalkeataipaid 3,000 dr. in

450/49, and 2,000 dr.in 445/4, 443/2,
442/1, and 432/1 (though it again apand
pearswith the rubric itmLpopac),
was assessed2,000 dr.in 425; Broukountios paid 500 dr.in 448/7 and 447/6,
and was assessedthe same in 425. Karystos paid 7.3 T in 451/0, and 5 T in
450/49, 448/7, 447/6, 443/2, and was
assessedthat figure in 425. Finally,Notion paid 2,000 dr. in the lists preceding
425, and was assessed 100 dr.in 425.
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draw any firm conclusions about Notion and its assessment in 425; the
evidence that the city was assessed only 100 drachmas in 425 is extremely
weak. With the exception of 428/7 (IG IF283, col. 111.23) in the current
ordering, before and after 425 the city routinely paid 2,000 drachmas."8
Thus, its 425 reassessmentwould, as currentlyreconstructed,constitute an
enormous reduction in the city's tribute."9
To return to the fragments in List 39, no evidence dictates the presence of any of these nonjoining fragments in 416/5, or their association
with each other. Moreover, as mentioned above, it must remain uncertain
whether fr. 1 belongs to a quota list or even contains a prescript.
LIST

40:

415/4

(IG I1 290)

List 40 consists of five fragments containing ethnics, and preserved or
partially preserved quotas for some, from an Ionic panel (col. I, frr. 1, 2)
and endings of ethnics restored to comprise part of a Thracian panel (fr.4,
col. III) (Figs. 10-12).90 They were initially dated to the period 418/7415/4 and were combined as List 37 (418/7) in ATL 1. They were moved
to their currentyear, 415/4, by Meritt, when he reassigned the fragments
that had occupied what was then List 33 (422/1) to a list for 418/7 on the
basis of the restorationAntiphon as archonin the prescript.91Even though,
as noted above,that list was bumped back to 422/1 inATL 2 and 3 (though
subsequently reassigned again to 418/7),92 the fragments now occupying
88. IGI 259, col. 111.22;IG I 260,
col. VI.11; IG I3 261, col. V.11;IG 13
262, col. IV.6;IG 13263, col. 11.31;
IG 13264, col. 11.29(end restored);
IG 13 270, col. 1.8;IG I 272, col. 1.24
IG13 280,
(onenumeralrestored);
col. 1.39 (firsttwo numeralsrestored,
third dotted, remainingfive preserved);
IG 13285, col. 1.95.
89. One could, of course,explainit.
In the exceptionalyear,428/7, in the
currentassignmentof fragmentsto this
list and this list to this year,Notion
paid only 100 drachmas.If both this
fragmentand the list to which it belongs arecorrectlydated to this year,
then Notion would probablyhave been
taking advantageof the revoltof Mytilene that occurredin that year.Thucydides tells us (3.34.4) that "later"(bo-cepov), the Athenians colonized the site
(i.e., Notion). See Hornblower1991 at
3.34.4; see also Malkin 1987, pp. 101102, n. 69, 255-256. Malkin argues
that Athenians would have been "organizers"ratherthan colonists themselves;
if so, Notion's financialobligationsto
Athens may have differedfrom what
they would have been if the city had

become a settlement of Athenian citizens. It is possible,then, that a temporary(or permanent)reductionin tribute
accompanieda political settlement.
90. EM 6653, 6756, 120, 6702,
6757. EM 120 is lost. Forphotographs
of all fragments,see ATL 1, pp. 105106. Fr.3, containingnumerals,is positioned on col. I. Fr.5 (Fig. 12), in the
position of a col. III, is extremelyfragmentary,containingonly ends of four
ethnics at the beginning and the letter
gamma (or alphaor delta) followed by
IOZENTAfive lines below.In IG 13, a
certaingammais printed,despite the
admissionin ATL 1, p. 106, that alpha
or delta were also possible.The Thracian ethnics, Pleumes, Maroneies,and
Galephsioi, are heavilyrestored-only
the endings -MEE,-NEIEZ,and -ZIOI
areprinted as certain.In the case of
-MEX,only the bottom tip of a letter
strokeprecedingepsilon is preserved;
Matthaiou,examiningit with me,
thinks that it is too verticalto be part
of a mu. (It is impossibleto check the
accuracyof the readingEl since there is
a deep chip in the stone there.) Since
this is a nonjoiningfragment,it is not

inevitablethat these nameswere part
of a Thracianpanel.It is especiallydifficult to understandthe rationalebehind the restorationof these particular
cities. The ending of restoredPleumes
extends as far as that of restoredMaroneies (see Fig. 10), while the last letter
of restoredGalephsioi falls underthe
iota of Maroneiesand between the
restoredmu and epsilon of Pleumes.
Since the ethnics would have been
aligned on the left edge of the column,
it is in fact an impossiblecombination,
since, even if not stoichedon,the beginnings of the nameswould not come
close to aligning.Most damagingto
the restorationis Matthaiou'sreading
of a trace of the bottom of a vertical
strokebefore the epsilon compatible
with iota (or tau, though orthographically that is less likely). He saw no trace
of an angled stroke.Moreover,he tentativelythought that there might be a
traceof a bottom horizontalstrokein
the letter spaceprecedingit, in which
case the ending of the ethnic could be
-EIEE.
91. See above,p. 477.
92. See above,p. 477.
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Figure 10. EM 6653 (fr. 1; IG I3 290).
Museum,Athens
CourtesyEpigraphic

Figure 11. EM 6756 (fr. 2; IG I 290).
Museum,Athens
CourtesyEpigraphic
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Figure12. EM 6757 (fr.5; IG I3290).
Museum,Athens
CourtesyEpigraphic

93. Cf. Gorman 2001, p. 49, where
it is noted that Miletos was "firmlyin
possession"of Leros by 454, when the
island is listed on the first quota list
(listingTeichioussaas well, IG 13 259,
col. VI.19-22).

List 40 did not also return to their former home in the year 418/7, but
stayed in place in 415/4.
The original basis for assigning this list to the period 418/7-415/4
rested primarilyon historicalgrounds,viz., the appearanceof Miletos without reference to Leros and Teichioussa. This prompted the reasonable,but
not inevitable, inference that Miletos had control of its dependencies in
the syntely at the time of this list, so that the years 428/7-426/5, 425/4422/1, and 421/0-419/8 were excluded. In fact, we know so little about
Miletos's relationship to Leros and Teichioussa in this period (and in general) that hypotheses cannot carrymuch weight.93The different ways that
Athens had of referring to Miletos in this period may not have been tied
to political circumstances at all, but could reflect changes in the method of
collection. In any case, on historical grounds, nothing ties this list specifically to the year 415/4, or even to the Peace of Nikias. Moreover, even if
the terminology and the form of reference to these cities are to be explained in political terms, there is no reason why, for example, the reference in the 425 reassessment to Miletos followed by Leros and Teichioussa (IG I1 71, col. 1.121-122) should preclude an entry with Miletos
alone in a subsequent year.
Some physical and epigraphical factors also cast doubt on the association of two of these fragments. Frr. 1 and 2 are presented as having a
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physical join behind the surface and positioned as appearing on the same
column, with a vacat of one line between them.94The join is possible, but
the stones do not interlock, as far as I could tell on two examinations.95
Furthermore, the lettering on the fragments differs substantially,a factor
that, in turn, may reduce the probabilityof ajoin (cf. Figs. 10, 11). Clearest
are the differences between alphas, epsilons, and lambdas.The horizontal
cross bar on the alphas on fr. 1 is higher than those on fr.2; two of them on
fr. 1 (lines 23, 28) slope downward to the right. The epsilons on fr. 1 are
upright in the stoichos with horizontal strokes measuring 0.006 m, except
in line 13, where all the letters are more closely packed together. In fr. 2,
the horizontal strokes have a thinner look, and measure between 0.0045
and 0.006 m, and three have a distinctly downward slope. The lambdas in
fr. 1 have a more sharply angled diagonal stroke than those in fr.2. Finally,
in the combination iota, omicron, iota, the omicron in fr. 1 is regularly
placed higher in the stoichos than in fr. 2.96
There is, in sum, no particularlystrong reason for placing this list in
415/4 nor, with the exception of frr. 1 and 2, if they do indeed join, for
associating the fragments at all. If frr. 1 and 2 join, the fragments have
interest from the standpoint of the great variety of lettering that could
occur on a single column. Most uncertain of all the extant fragments in
terms of restoration and association is fr. 5 with ethnic endings. The preserved quotas on none of the fragments compel placement during the later

yearsof the Peaceof Nikias.
CONCLUSION
The above discussion underscores starkly that attempts at historical reconstruction for the period 421/0-415/4 preceding the decision ca. 413 to
eliminate tribute must take as their starting point the recognition that we
do not know with certainty anything about tribute assessment or collection during this important period. With one exception (fr. 1 of IG 13 285),
none of the fragments of quota lists placed in these years necessarily belongs there. Moreover, given that each hypothesized list consists primarily
of nonjoining fragments, it must remain uncertain whether fragments associated with one another are associated in every case correctly.97
In this examination, I have neither disproved nor aimed to disprove
the current placement of the fragments, but merely attempted to demon94.ATL 1, p. 105.
95. I thank StephenTracyandJack
Krollfor examiningthe fragmentswith
me on separateoccasions;both questioned the certaintyof a join.
96. The phis on fr.2 have saucerlike,
rathersquat circlesthat areinscribed
below the middle of the verticalstroke
and tilt slightly downwardfrom left to
right.The one preservedphi on fr. 1 is
difficult to read,but, when moistened
on one occasion,it appearedmore

roundedand centeredalong the vertical
stroke,without a tilt. On a separate
occasion,however,I was less confident
that a substantialdifferenceexisted,
especiallybecauseof the condition of
the stone'ssurfacewhere phi appears.
I do not deal with the letteringon fr.4
(EM 6702) only becausethis fragment
is positioned in a differentcolumn
(III, as is fr. 5), and thereforeany differencescould be accountedfor by
positing anothermason at work. Over-

all, it resemblesfr. 1 more than fr.2,
though not consistently.
97. Regardingthe issue of associating fragments,and the need to take
into accountgeological as much as
epigraphicalconsiderations,see the
discussionin Herz and Pritchett 1953
(especiallyfor methodologicalissues);
and Pritchett 1953, pp. 235-236 (for
applicationof the methodology to the
Attic Stelai).
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98. See, e.g., ATL 2, p. 6.
99. See Thuc. 3.86 for the initial
dispatchof ships.The Athenians sent
out additionalships over the next two
years.The Egesta Decree, dated to
418/7, would furthersupportthis reconstruction.See Chambers,Galluci,
and Spanos 1990. The bibliography
on their redatingis now substantial.
See Mattingly 1999, p. 117, n. 1, for
dissenters.See also Matthaiou 2004
(in support).
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strate the tenuous and arbitrarynature of the grounds for assigning them
to lists of this period. The editors of ATL explicitly drew on historical
context as the chief criterionfor assigning lists and fragmentswithin lists.98
This approach is not unreasonable if evidence of a particular historical
setting is not itself based on undated epigraphic evidence and if the assigned lists are not in turn used to support that historical context, since
this is obviously circularreasoning. With respect to the historical context
of the Peace of Nikias, the editors drew on a combination of inference,
assumption, and the lowest possible reading of the Hellespontine district
total (in an undated assessment) to support their assignment of fragments
to the years following the conclusion of peace.
If, upon closer study,a strongercase could be made than that surveyed
above that the fragments currentlyoccupying lists for the yearsof the Peace
are correctly associated and positioned, then useful historical conclusions
could be drawn:the Athenians moderatedthe tribute requirementsof their
allies for the first few yearsfollowing 421, but then increasedthem, at least
in some cases (e.g., cities on the fragment currentlypositioned in 417/6) in
an assessment of 418/7. One might then associate this rise with discussion
in the assembly alreadyin 418 about the prospect of an expedition to Sicily, and the need therefore to boost their revenues in preparation. Such
speculation is plausible, given that the Athenians had alreadybeen active
in Sicily in 427, during the Archidamian War.99
On this reconstruction,we would then be able to maintain that the
Athenians had successfully increased their tribute intake, reaching, in the
case of at least some cities, the level of the 425 assessment. As mentioned
at the outset, however,Thucydides (7.28.4) explicitly notes that by ca. 413
the Athenians' revenues "wereperishing,"which suggests that many allies
had taken advantageof the Athenians' preoccupationwith the West to cut
back on or withhold their payments from 415 to 413. But rather than either pass another assessment decree like that in 425 to attempt to increase
the tribute, or take steps to ensure better and fuller collection, the Athenians decided to abolish tribute wholesale, and substitute a maritime tax.
This scenario is possible but, as it stands, it is constructed on a house
of cards. Instead, we need to focus on what is certain, and then consider
plausible inferences. Moving backward in time, we know the following:
(1) in ca. 413, the Athenians abolished tribute; (2) one fragment of the
lists for the period 421-415 (fr. 1 of IG 13 285) is securely dated; (3) the
Athenians demonstrably expressed dissatisfaction with tribute collection
over the years preceding the decision to abolish the system; (4) in 425, the
Athenians assessed tribute at an increased level; and (5) in the period between 425 and 422, the Athenians experienced significant setbacks in the
war.These last three points merit further discussion.
First, inscriptions concernedwith tribute illuminate a fact about Athenian majorityopinion concerning tribute collection: at least at some points
in the history of the arche,most Athenians either believed that they were
assessing tribute, regarded as the mainstay of imperial revenue, at an insufficiently high level, or recognized that they were unable adequately to
collect the assessed amount-or a combination. Incomplete and late payments of tribute, or the failure to pay at all, are reflected in the quota lists
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at various times, beginning early in the 440s, according to the reconstruction of the lists in ATL.100
Other documents areexplicit in drawingattention to a perceivedproblem. One, the Kleinias Decree (IG I3 34), lays down stringent rules about
collection and transport to ensure that what a city actually paid reached
Athens. It is unclear whether embezzlement by those transporting the
money or incomplete payments on the part of the city was at issue. Nevertheless, the decree reveals a significant problem in Athens receiving the
full complement of money annually.Another document, the Kleonymos
Decree (IG P3 68), is less ambiguous about the nature of the problem of
tribute payments. It suggests that cities were failing to pay sufficiently and
it orders the appointment of tribute collectors in the cities, and refers to
keeping a published record of payers and defaulters on a whitened board.
Neither the Kleinias nor the Kleonymos Decree is dated; most scholars place the former in the 440s and the latter in the early 420s.101 Fortunately for our purposes, their respective dates matter less than the fact that
each bespeaks serious problems pertaining to the collection of tribute. If,
however, both decrees belong in the 420s, as has been suggested, then
their existence provides unequivocal evidence of the Athenians' acute concern about failures in tribute collection. Moreover,the reassessmentof 425
was held in a year other than a Great Panathenaicyear,the time of normal
reassessment, and it evidently entailed increases in tribute. Both factors
point to concern over adequate tribute collection.102
Finally, it is worth focusing on the period 425-422. In 425 the Athenians assessedtribute at a level higher than previousinferredassessments.103
The decree ordering the assessment is a forceful document, and it and the
assessments were inscribed on an imposing stele, set up on the Acropolis.
It projected power, reflecting the Athenians' spectacularsuccess at Sphakteria, where they forced the unprecedented surrenderof about 120 Spartan hoplites (Thuc. 4.38).
One might argue that the edge that the Athenians now had in the war
would have increased their ability to collect tribute. One could make a case
100. See ATL 3, pp. 67-69, 80-89;
ML 39 for discussion.For the rubrics
in the quota lists, see Lepper 1962.
101. For discussionsee ML 46 and
68; Mattingly (1996, pp. 11, 285-286),
however,arguesthat Kleonymos'sdecree precedesKleinias's,and he places
them both in the 420s. See also Fornaraand Samons 1991, pp. 179-181;
Samons 2000, pp. 184-193.
102. Thucydides'reportsof "moneycollecting"expeditionsto Kariaand
Lykiain 429 (2.69) and the north Aegean and Hellespont in 425 (4.50; 4.75)
may be relevantas well. These are almost certainlyto be viewed as simple
extortion of additionalmoneys, either
from cities who were paying tribute,
or from those who were not (or both),

and the practicemay suggest an inability to collect the full complementof
regularrevenue.For discussionof these
ships, see most recentlySamons2000,
pp. 194-195; also, Kallet-Marx1993,
pp. 136-137, 160-164, againstthe view
put forth in, e.g., ATL 3, pp. 69-70, 89,
that these ships were sent out in conjunction with tributereassessments.Cf.
also Gomme (1956, pp. 202-203), who
connects them with regularcollections
of tributein variouscapacities;Schuller
(1974, p. 56) also associatesthem with
tributecollection,while Meiggs (1972,
p. 254) expressesdoubts.
103. IG I3 71. As bad luck would
have it, the first figureof the grand
total is not preserved.A restoration
of ca. 960-1,000 T is possible,as is

ca. 1,460-1,500 T. Meritt andWest
(1934, pp. 78-90) arguedthat the
higher figurewas the correctone, on
the basis of two partiallypreserved
district totals that showed a sharp
increase(doublingor trebling)from the
(inferred)previousassessment.If the
remainingdistricttotals were similarly
increasedto twice to three times what
was assessedpreviously,the grandtotal
would reachover 1,460 talents.It is
importantto recognize,however,how
much is uncertainabout this document
from the standpointof reconstruction
and restoration;the lower figure must
remain a possibility,even if a less likely
one. Cf. also ML 69; Kallet-Marx
1993, pp. 164-170.
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104.See n. 87 above.
105.A typicalillustration
is Meritt
andMcGregor's
(1967,p. 86) rejection
of 422/1 as a candidatefora fragment
of a quotalist containingthe ethnic
Siphnioi.Decisiveevidence,as theysaw
it, againstplacingSiphnosin the period
betweenthe 425 assessment
andthe
Peaceof Nikiaswasthatthe quota
butwitha smoothsur(unpreserved,
facewherea numeralwouldhavehad
to havebeen)wouldnot havebeen
to 1/60thof the Siphnians'
equivalent
assessment
of 900 dr.
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that their strong position, combined with successful implementation of
the procedures contained in the Kleonymos Decree, and perhaps also the
Kleinias Decree, would have ensured vigilance and success. Indeed, the
editors ofATL presumed that this was so. As mentioned above, the period
following the assessment of 425 was rejected as a possible location for all
but one reconstructedlist on the grounds that none of the quotas reflected
tribute that correspondedto a city's assessment in 425, where known, or to
the severe "character"of the decree, despite the fact that it did not call for
a general, sweeping dramaticincrease. Some cities' assessments decreased,
while others' remained consistent with previous inferred ones.104
The issue of tribute collection is directly tied to two considerations.
First, while the assessment of 425 is a historical fact, even if there are
many uncertain particulars-including the total amount of the assessment-it is only a fact of assessment, not one of collection. Yet the assumption governing the decision not to assign fragments with lower quotas to this period was that tribute collection would have corresponded to
the level of assessment.105
This guiding assumption has resultedin a glaringanomaly in the quota
record that illuminates the methodological pitfalls that can occur when it
is employed in conjunction with an actual assessment decree. The period
following the 425 assessment constitutes the sole continuous gap in the
quota recordas reconstructedchiefly because of the above assumption that,
with a few exceptions, no quotas in any list equaled 1/60th of the tribute
imposed in the 425 reassessment decree. It would indeed be a curious accident of recovery,however, if not a single fragment from any list for these
years has been unearthed, but all other periods are generally well filled in,
even if only by the tiniest, lone scrap of marble. In my view this situation
should not only cause discomfiture,but also,most important,should prompt
questioning of the assumptions used to position the lists.
The second consideration is the Athenians' ability to collect tribute in
the years following 425. Indeed, if they had failed to collect full assessments before, how could they hope to do so later at increased levels?The
historical context of those lateryears strongly suggests that difficulties collecting tribute in the period following 425 would have continued. In fact,
the strength the Athenians possessed was fleeting. Their situation dramaticallychanged in 424 when the Spartangeneral Brasidasled a Peloponnesian army to the Thraceward district, the most valuable region in the
archeto Athens because of its resourcesvital to the city's power, especially
precious metals and timber.There he achieved the surrenderof a number
of Athenian subjects, and the colony ofAmphipolis (Thuc. 4.102-107).
The loss of Amphipolis in particularthrew the Athenians into a state
ofjustifiable fear,for the colony had been a crucialoutpost for the securing
and dispatch of money and timber to Athens (Thuc. 4.108.1). Thus, the
Athenians lost the ability to collect substantialrevenue in the north, which
would have been reflected in the quota record and in their treasury.It is
also reasonableto suppose,given this context, that subjectselsewherewould
have seized the opportunity to renege on their tribute payments or to submit only partial payments. The situation only continued to deteriorate,
with Brasidas'scontinued success in achieving revolts in 423, and it caused
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Athens to negotiate a truce with the Spartans,which in turn was followed
by the Peace of Nikias.
If some of the fragments of lists with quotas reflecting tribute at lower
levels than that assessed in 425, and currentlyassigned to the years following 421, could be placed in the second half of the 420s, it would foster a
reconstruction that would make better sense of the historical realities and
attendant implications, and of the demonstrable fact of difficulty with
tribute collection, than both the assumption that Athens collected the full
tribute assessed in 425 and the total, curious, absence of quota records
from this period. The only impediment to locating any of the lists in those
years has been the invalid assumption that collection must be equated with
(the presumably higher) assessment. There would be no impediment,
moreover,to placing in the period following 425 the sole fragment in the
lists examined here that had been restored as part of a Thracian panel,
since there are no names extant of cities that revolted, with the exception
of Mende.106 It revolted in 423, but Thucydides tells us that the Athenians
quickly recoveredthe city; its revolt was short-lived.'o7
The assessment of 425 was optimistic and unrealisticeven in the Athenians' position of strength in that year, demonstrable from, for example,
the presence of cities that do not appear on any extant quota list either
before or after this assessment.'10It is likely that in the following years
Athens continued to experience difficulties with collection, despite forceful decisions to improve the means of collection. The 425 reassessment
decree, physically imposing and intimidating, continues to impress and
cow us-but perhaps more than it impressed or cowed its referents into
paying up.
Indeed, it is possible, though this is mere speculation, that recognition
that measures to improve collection had failed in the past led the Athenians in ca. 413 to reconsiderthe entire system. It is useful to recallThucydides' comment, in connection with the Athenians' decision to abolish
tribute, that their revenues "were perishing" (7.28.4), for it strongly implies that the Athenians were unable to collect what they demanded of
their allies. This suggests that the allies took advantage of the Athenians'
preoccupation and difficulties elsewhere, in this case in Sicily and at home
in Attica, to withhold payments. It is reasonable to generalize from this
that, when an ally thought it could get away with paying less than its assessment, or not paying at all, it acted on that premise.'09
Thus, it is far from impossible that some of the fragments assigned to
421-415 could or should be relocated in the last half of the 420s-or elsewhere. Indeed, the historical context of Athens' demonstrable weakness
could lend support to the placement of fragments whose quotas are lower
than the assessments in 425 in the period following that assessment. In
addition to the gap in the quota record for the period 425-422, there are
also no fragments placed in the years following 415/4. There is good reason for this, since, as mentioned above,Thucydides states that tribute was
replaced by a maritime tax in ca. 413. Meritt, however, believed that tribute was restored in 410. We have no explicit evidence for the length of
time the tax was in place."0 Thucydides provides evidence only for its
imposition, not its duration. There is no reason, however, why the Athe-

106. IG I1 290, fr.4, line 10.
107. For the revolt,see Thuc. 4.123;
for the recovery,4.129. Galepsos,one
city that revolted,is, as noted above,
almost entirelyrestoredon fr.5 of the
same reconstructedlist. See n. 90 above
for the problemwith this restoration,
and the possibilitythat this fragmentis
not even from a Thracianpanel.
108. E.g., Melos andThera (IGI1
71, col. 1.65, 68).
109. It is importantto bearin mind,
however,that certainallieswere responsiblefor submittingother forms of
revenuebesides tribute,e.g., rents, and
that these could have been withheld or
insufficientlypaid.
110. For discussionof this point,
see Samons 2000, pp. 250-254; Kallet
2001, pp. 222-225.
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111. In that case,Thucydides'silence on so many issues that we regard
as importantshould not obtrudeunduly,especiallysince his work breaksoff
in 411. That he says nothing about a
reimpositionof tributeat the time that
he notes its eliminationneed not mean
that it did not occur,whether or not the
eikosteremainedin place, at least on the
books.
112. Relatedto this, however,I recognize that the thicknessof fragments
is a criticalfactorin the assignmentof
fragmentsto, most prominently,the
LapisPrimus.
113. As mentioned above,p. 468, a
recordof only a handfulof cities with
assessmentsis preserved.
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nians could not have maintained the tax and resumed the collection of
tribute; this might have been a plausible decision given the extreme stress
to which their navy was being put in the eastern Aegean from 412 on. If
tribute was restored in the period 410-404 (or earlier than 410), then it
remains another accident of recovery that not a single fragment has been
unearthed that postdates 410.111
It is possible that Meritt and his coeditors did not assign any fragments to the years following 410 because of the insufficiency of data on
these fragments from which to draw conclusions about the level of assessment and thus to match quotas with it. Yet, for the assembled quota lists
from 454-425 that were unattached to any prescript necessitating their
presence in a given year,a reverseapproachwas taken.That is, assessments
were inferred and estimated from the fragments of quota lists assigned to
the period that would have been covered by a presumed assessment, not
because they correspondedto a known assessment and were thus placed in
the period relevant to that assessment. The circularity of this approach
should be obvious.112
The above discussion highlights a curious fact about the current arrangement of lists and also raises a largermethodological issue that applies
to the reconstruction of the lists as a whole. Fragments have been positioned and associated with excessive confidence for the period 454-425,
when explicit assessments of cities are unknown from any decree. By contrast, no fragments are assigned to any year following the fullest assessment record we possess, that of 425. Moreover, fragments placed in the
years following the only other extant assessment (excluding the fragments
situated in 410), that situated in 422/1, were assigned to those years, as we
have seen, primarily on the basis of assumptions about its mild nature
rather than because of actual correlations between assessed amounts and
figures preserved in fragments of quota lists.113 Most important, the notion that there are gaps of certainyears falsely implies that we have lists for
all others.
These larger methodological issues concerning the relationship between assessments and collection, and other assumptions guiding the assignment of lists to particularyears or periods, strongly support the necessity of a thorough reexaminationof the whole seriesof quota lists, beginning
with understanding and questioning the principles, approaches, and assumptions that guided the assemblage of the lists.
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